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Underwater imaging is a challenging task because of the effects of scattering and
absorption in water. Ghost imaging (GI) has attracted increasing attention because of
its simple structure, long range, and achievability under weak light intensity. In an
underwater environment, conventional imaging is limited by low sensitivity, resulting
in fuzzy images, while ghost imaging can solve this problem. This study proposes
underwater laser ghost imaging based on Walsh speckle patterns. According to the
simulated and experimental results, noise resistance and a low sampling rate of ghost
imaging based on Walsh speckle patterns are proved. As the turbidity of the
underwater environment increases, the imaging quality of ghost imaging based
on Walsh speckle patterns decreases. However, it remains much better than that of
ghost imaging based on random speckle patterns and Hadamard speckle patterns,
whereas conventional imaging is no longer distinguishable. Ghost imaging based on
Walsh speckle patterns can be performed with a sampling rate lower than 10%, and
the peak signal-to-noise ratio and the structural similarity of the results increase by
150.15% and 396.66%, respectively, compared with random speckle pattern ghost
imaging. An identifiable image of ghost imaging based onWalsh speckle patterns can
be reconstructed with a sampling rate of 6% in a turbid water environment, which is
simulated with the concentration of the milk powder not higher than 11.0 g/L. This
method promotes the further development of optical imaging technology for
underwater targets with a low sampling rate based on ghost imaging.
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1 Introduction

Ghost imaging (GI) is a non-point-to-point imaging technique that has attracted increasing
attention in the field of optical imaging. GI comprises two optical paths: the signal arm, in which the
laser is modulated by the object and the total light intensity is collected by a bucket detector without
spatial resolutions, and the reference arm, in which the laser is not modulated by the object and the
spatial resolution is received by an array detector. GI was first proposed in 1995 using entangled
photon pairs generated from the spontaneous parametric down-conversion technology. It was
considered a phenomenon in the quantum realm [1]. Later, an experiment of GI with a classical light
source proved that GI is not limited to the quantum realm [2, 3]. In 2008, computational GI (CGI)
was proposed, and a spatial light modulator (SLM) was used to produce a spatial structure
modulation to the laser [4]. With the pre-computed intensity fluctuation patterns, CGI can be
performed by only one bucket detector, which means the reference arm can be omitted, and the
experimental configuration can be simplified significantly. Before the SLM was used, researchers
used a rotating ground glass to produce a speckle distribution, and the imaging quality was limited to
the uncertainty of the random speckle patterns. With the use of the SLM, digital micro-mirror
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device, digital light projector, and other devices, the distribution of speckle
patterns can be preset, which can improve the imaging quality of GI.
Speckle patterns of a random distribution were used in early CGI
experiments. The sampling rate was limited by the Nyquist theorem,
which means a large number of samples were required to get an ideal
reconstructed image. Orthogonal speckle patterns, such as a distribution
of Hadamard [5–13], Walsh [13–17], Russian Dolls [18], Haar wavelet
[19], and hybrid types [20], have been widely used in GI in recent years.
Theoretically, GI based on orthogonal speckle patterns could achieve a
perfect image of the object when the sampling rate is 1. There is a
possibility to further reduce the sampling rate of GI using the properties of
the orthogonal matrix. Due to the advantages and breakthroughs in key
technologies, GI has been applied in some real environments, such as
turbulent atmospheres [21], speckle media [22], underwater
environments [23–31], super-resolved quantum [32], and microscopy
field [33]. GI has the advantage of anti-disturbance, which provides a
better option for underwater optical imaging. If the speckle patterns with a
special structure, such as Walsh, are used for GI, better imaging quality
can be obtained in complex environments, which will open a new way for
the practical application of GI.

In this study, we propose an underwater laser GI scheme based on
Walsh speckle patterns. The effects of random, Hadamard, andWalsh
speckle patterns on the imaging quality of GI are simulated, and the
results show that GI based on Walsh speckle patterns is resistant to
noise and its sampling rate is low. The experimental results show that
when the sampling rate is 10%, its peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
increases by 150.15% and its structural similarity (SSIM) increases by
396.66% compared with GI based on random speckle patterns. The
object could be identified at a low sampling rate in high turbid water in
which milk concentration is not higher than 11.0 g/L, although the
imaging quality of GI based on the Walsh speckle patterns decreases
with the increase in the turbidity of the underwater environment.

Section 2 presents the design of theWalsh speckle patterns and the
GI principle. The simulation and underwater experiment of laser GI
based on Walsh speckle patterns have been given in Section 3. Finally,
the concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2 Theory

The working principle of CGI is that the laser is modulated by an
SLM (4), the resulting speckle patterns are projected onto the object,
and the total intensity is collected by a bucket detector. The
transmission distribution of the object is T(x, y), where
x � 1, 2, ..., n1, y � 1, 2, ..., n2, which can be converted to a matrix of
n × 1 dimension X, where n � n1n2. The resolution of each
scattergram is n1 × n2, the amount of the projected speckle
patterns is m, and the light intensity distribution of the tth speckle
pattern is I(x, y, t), where t � 1, 2, ..., m, converting the array of
speckle patterns into Φ, which is a matrix of m × n dimension.
The corresponding tth bucket detector value is

B t( ) � ∫∫ I x, y, t( )T x, y( ) dxdy. (1)

The light intensity collected by a bucket detector is formed into a
m × 1 matrix Y.

The mean value of the m bucket detectors is

〈B〉 � 1
m
∑m
t�1
B t( ). (2)

The mean value of the speckle patterns is

〈I〉 � 1
m
∑m
t�1
I x, y, t( ). (3)

Using the second-order correlation calculation, GI is [3]

G x, y( ) � 1
m
∑m
t�1

B t( ) − 〈B〉[ ] I x, y, t( ) − 〈I〉[ ]{ }. (4)

The Hadamard matrix is orthogonal with elements of +1 and −1.
The low-order Hadamard matrix is defined as [5, 9, 11, 13]

H20 ≜ 1,

H21 ≜
1 1
1 −1[ ], (5)

and the higher-order Hadamard matrix can be expressed as

H2p ≜ H2 ⊗ H2p−1 � H2p−1 H2p−1

H2p−1 −H2p−1
[ ], (6)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker operation and p is a positive
integer >2. Row vectors (or column vectors) taken from any subset
of Hadamard matrices are orthogonal:

H1
TH1 � H1H1 � 1 � I1×1,

H2
TH2 � H2H2 � 1 1

1 −1[ ] 1 1
1 −1[ ] � 1 0

0 −1[ ] � 2I2×2,

H2p
TH2p � H2pH2p � H2p−1 H2p−1

H2p−1 −H2p−1
[ ] H2p−1 H2p−1

H2p−1 −H2p−1
[ ] � 2pI2p×2p .

(7)
When the Hadamard matrix is used as the speckle patterns for
acquisition, the variance of the matrix is [29]

σ2 n( ) � 1
K
∑K
k

H n, k( )H k, n( ) − 1
K
∑K
k

H k, n( ) 1
K
∑K
k

H n, k( )

� 0, n � 1
1, n ≠ 1

{ . (8)

However, the correlation GI is

ΔG 2( ) x, y( ) � 0, x � y � 1
T x, y( ), else

{ . (9)

The Walsh matrix can be formed by the Hadamard matrix in the
order of the number of sign changes of each row in the Hadamard
matrix. For example, the third-order Hadamard matrix is expressed as

H23 � H8 �

Matrix Sequency
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

0
7
3
4
1
6
2
5

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (10)

At this point, the third-order Walsh matrix is expressed as
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W23 � W8 �

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (11)

As an orthogonal matrix, the Walsh matrix is also orthogonal to
each other for all the row or column vectors. When using Hadamard
speckle patterns and Walsh speckle patterns for GI, the −1 elements
are experimentally replaced by the 0 elements, which did not affect the
imaging quality.

The speckle pattern distribution of each sheet and the
corresponding detected buckets for GI using different speckle
patterns are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1A shows the case of
random speckle patterns, Figure 1B shows the case of Hadamard
speckle patterns, and Figure 1C shows the case of Walsh speckle
patterns.

We characterize the image quality by the PSNR and the SSIM. The
PSNR is defined as [9]

PSNR � 10 log10
n1n2 · 2552

∑n1
x�1

∑n2
y�1

G x, y( ) − T x, y( )[ ]2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (12)

The SSIM is defined as [13]

SSIM G, T( ) � L G, T( )pC G, T( )pS G, T( ),
L G, T( ) � 2uGuT + C1

uG
2 + uT

2 + C1
,

C G, T( ) � 2σGσT + C2

σG
2 + σT

2 + C2
,

S G, T( ) � σGT + C3

σGσT + C3
,

(13)

where uG and uT are the mean of GI G(x, y) and the object T(x, y),
respectively. σG and σT are the standard deviation of GI and the object,
respectively. σGT is the covariance between GI and the object. C1, C2,
and C3 are constants used to guarantee that the denominator of the
formula is not zero. In general, C1 = (K1L1)

2, C2 = (K2L1)
2, C3 = C2/2,

K1 = 0.01, K2 = 0.03, and L1 = 255.

3 Simulation and experiment

The experimental scheme of underwater laser GI based on Walsh
speckle patterns is shown in Figure 2. A laser with a collimation system
(Fuzhe Laser Technology FU532D12-BD43) is used as the light source,
and a polarizer P1 combined with a polarizer P2 is used to adjust the
light intensity. A transmissive liquid crystal SLM (UPOLabs
RSLM1024) is used to generate the speckle patterns, and the
distribution of speckle patterns is generated by a connected
computer and then input on the screen of SLM. A power meter
(OPHIR PD300-3W-V1 and OPHIR StarLite) is used as the bucket
detector, which is connected to the computer to gather the signals of the
light power. The 4 cm × 4 cm thick paper is placed as an “object” plane,
as shown in Figure 2. The resolution of the projected speckle patterns is
128 pixels × 128 pixels. Lens 1 has a focal length of 10 cm, lens 2 has a
focal length of 15 cm, and lens 3 has a focal length of 10 cm. The size of
the liquid container is 210 mm × 315 mm × 41mm.

3.1 Simulated results without noise

Simulated results of laser GI based on different speckle patterns are
shown in Figure 3. The objects are images of the text “GI,” text “ILMNE,”
tumor map, and cell map. As the sampling rate increases, the imaging
quality of GI based on different speckle patterns is all improved, and the
GI based on Hadamard and Walsh speckle patterns recovers the object
perfectly when the sampling rate is 1. There is a large amount of random
background noise in the imaging results of random speckle pattern GI,
which makes the imaging quality of random speckle pattern GI low. In
contrast, for GI based on the Hadamard speckle patterns, periodic
ghosting exists in the reconstructed images at low sampling rates.
When the sampling rate is 0.5, the result consists of the object and
the ghosting of the object shifted by half position. The imaging results of
GI based on the Hadamard speckle patterns at lower sampling rates are
composed of more ghosting together in superposition, which makes the
object unable to be distinguished, and it could be fatal in practical

FIGURE 1
Speckle distribution of each sheet and corresponding bucket
detector for ghost imaging using different patterns. (A) Random, (B)
Hadamard, and (C) Walsh speckle patterns.
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applications. The periodic ghosting in GI based on the Walsh speckle
patterns occurs only at very low sampling rates, such as 1%, whereas the
reconstructed target remains recognizable even at a low sampling rate,
such as 5%. At the sampling rate of 10%, GI based on Walsh speckle
patterns can meet the basic requirements.

Figure 4 shows the evaluation of the imaging quality of laser GI using
the PSNR and the SSIM in the noiseless environment. GI based on both

Hadamard speckle patterns and Walsh speckle patterns performs a
perfect recovery when the sampling rate is 1, but GI based on Walsh
speckle patterns shows its advantage over others at low sampling rates. It
is also observed that at the sampling rate of an integer power of 0.5, the
imaging quality of GI based on Walsh speckle patterns is much higher
than that of the other nearby sampling rates due to the characteristics of
the Walsh speckle pattern construction itself.

FIGURE 2
Setup of the underwater laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns.

FIGURE 3
Simulated results of laser GI based on random, Hadamard, and Walsh speckle patterns in the noiseless environment.

FIGURE 4
(A) PSNR indicator and (B) SSIM indicator vs sampling rates of laser GI based on random, Hadamard, and Walsh speckle patterns in the noiseless
environment.
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3.2 Simulated results with noise

To test and compare the anti-disturbance of laser GI based on
random, Hadamard, and Walsh speckle patterns, we performed a
simulation by adding a portion of random noise to the bucket
detector to simulate the fluctuations in the real environment.

Figure 5 shows the imaging results of GI based on three types of
speckle patterns when 1.0% random fluctuations (generated by the
randn function of MATLAB R2022a) are added to the bucket. For
the Hadamard configuration, the reconstructed images are
apparently clearer than those of the random speckle patterns,
but owing to the periodic ghosting at subsampling rates, the

FIGURE 5
Simulated results of SSIM indicator vs. sampling rates of laser GI based on random, Hadamard, and Walsh speckle patterns at the 1% noise environment.

FIGURE 6
(A) Simulated results of laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns under different random noise. (B) PSNR indicator and (C) SSIM indicator vs. sampling
rates under different random noise and sampling rates.
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SSIM of GI based on the Hadamard speckle patterns is not much
higher than the SSIM of GI based on the random speckle patterns.
As mentioned previously, there is no periodic ghosting when the
Hadamard matrix is re-ranged in a Walsh order, which can be seen
in Figure 5; the image quality of GI based onWalsh speckle patterns
is better than that of the other two types, even with a partial noise;
and GI based on Walsh speckle patterns can be performed at a
subsampling rate.

With 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%, and 3% noises added to the bucket
of laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns, an intuitive comparison
of reconstructed images in different sampling rates and noise added is
shown in Figure 6A, and the scatter plots of PSNR and SSIM are
shown in Figures 6B, C. With the increasing noise, the imaging quality
of GI based on Walsh speckle patterns decreased, which can be
indicated from the direct image comparison and the imaging
quality evaluations. The imaging quality is slightly improved by
increasing the sampling rate at the same noise, but it cannot match
the significant impact of the random noise with the 3% noise added to
the bucket; no matter how much the sampling rate increases, the
reconstructed image is recognizable but full of random noise; and the
PSNR and the SSIM are severely affected.

3.3 Experimental results in the air

Experimental results of laser GI based on random and Walsh
speckle patterns in the air environment are shown in Figure 7.

The results of this experiment are similar to the simulated
results with noise in some way. The experimental imaging
results of laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns are
similar to the simulated results with the noise of 1.5%,
indicating that the fluctuation of the surrounding
environment is inevitably present in the actual experiment. It
can be predicted that the appearance of noise is also inevitable
and more obvious in the turbid underwater. The imaging results
are shown in Figure 7A, combined with the data analysis of the
SSIM in Figure 7B and the PSNR in Figure 7C, showing that laser
GI based on Walsh speckle patterns works better in practice.
However, the target text “GI” in the reconstructed image of laser
GI based on random speckle patterns is close to being drowned
in the background noise in a subsampling rate, and the PSNR of
laser GI based on random speckle patterns does not present an
expected rising trend in a low sampling rate that may be caused
by introducing more noise with the increase in the
sampling rate. Clear images are performed in GI based on
Walsh speckle patterns at the sampling rate of 20% but not
for GI based on Walsh speckle patterns, and it can meet the basic
requirements at a low sampling rate of 10%. The PSNR and the
SSIM of GI based on Walsh speckle patterns are 13.39 dB and
0.042, respectively. The PSNR and SSIM of GI based on
random speckle patterns are 5.35 dB and 0.008, respectively.
It means that the use of Walsh speckle patterns on GI can
increase the PSNR and SSIM by 150.15% and 396.66%,
respectively.

FIGURE 7
(A) Experimental results of laser GI based on random speckle patterns, Hadamard speckle patterns, and Walsh speckle patterns in the air. (B) SSIM
indicator and (C) PSNR indicator vs sampling rates of laser GI based on random, Hadamard, and Walsh speckle patterns in the air.
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3.4 Experimental results in the turbid water

The disturbance in turbid water is much higher than that in the air,
under the premise of uniform turbidity, and to simulate and quantify
the turbidity in water, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 22 g of milk
powder are mixed to 2 L of pure water. The solution was stirred by
Meiyingpu H05-1 constant temperature magnetic stirrer. The
corresponding concentrations are 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2,
2.5, 3, 5.5, and 11 g/L. The protein content of the milk powder
used is 21.2/100 g, and the fat content is 19.3/100 g. Both are the
key elements that contribute to the turbidity solution. The imaging
results of underwater laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns are
shown in Figure 8. With the increase in the milk powder
concentration, the light passing through the turbid solution
becomes weaker. As the measurement value of the bucket gradually
becomes smaller, the visibility of the target text “GI” in the
reconstructed image reduced, finally fading into the background. It
can be inferred that with an ultra-high precision bucket detector, the
underwater laser GImay go further with higher turbidity until the light
intensity is reduced to a threshold where the bucket detector cannot
distinguish the fluctuation of the light from the background noise.

Figure 8B shows the SSIM of different turbidity water under different
sampling rates. The imaging quality of laser GI based on Walsh speckle
patterns decreases with increasing turbidity. Although the increasing
sampling rate improves the imaging quality, the impact of turbidity is
more significant. To further reveal the relationship between the SSIM and
the turbid water in a quantitative way, we take GI based onWalsh speckle
patterns at a 10% sampling rate as an example and perform the SSIM
scatter plot as shown in Figure 8C. While fitting the SSIM and the

concentration of themilk powder, we find that it presents an approximate
power series curve decline trend. The imaging quality of laser GI based on
Walsh speckle patterns is excellent at the lowmilk powder concentration,
whereas imaging could be achieved at the high milk powder
concentration. According to the fitting function curve, the SSIM no
longer drastically changes when the concentration of the milk powder is
higher than 4 g/L, which means the increasing concentration of the effect
of themilk powder on the transmitted light intensity will reach a relatively
stable threshold, and the succeeding increase in milk powder slightly
contributes to the transmittance. In other words, GI can be reconstructed
even in an extremely turbid water environment as long as the light
transmission is weak. This proves another advantage of GI based on
Walsh speckle patterns: it can be achieved in a weak light intensity.

4 Conclusion

In this study, an underwater laser GI method based onWalsh speckle
patterns is proposed. Random speckle patterns are affected by the
environmental noise of the same property. Hadamard speckle patterns
have overlapping noise at low sampling. However,Walsh speckle patterns
make low-frequency information at the front end and high-frequency
information at the back end. Therefore, GI based on Walsh speckle
patterns can be achieved at a low sampling rate and is less affected by
noise. As the turbidity of the underwater environment increases, the
imaging quality of laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns decreases,
whereas conventional imaging is no longer distinguishable. GI based on
Walsh speckle patterns can be performed when the sampling rate is lower
than 10%. Its PSNR increases by 150.15%, and its SSIM increases by

FIGURE 8
(A) Experimental results of laser GI based on Walsh speckle patterns in the turbidity water. (B) SSIM indicator vs sampling rates in the different turbidity
water. (C) SSIM indicator vs the concentrations of the milk powder when the sampling rate is 10%.
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396.66% compared with random speckle pattern GI. Even in a turbid
water environment, in which the concentration of the milk powder is not
higher than 11.0 g/L, a recognizable image was acquired. This illustrates
the potential of the proposed method for rapid imaging under turbid
water. This paper lays the foundation for researchers to study underwater
GI, and the use of speckle pattern distribution of specific structures, such
as Walsh, is a growing trend. In future work, the practical application of
GI in complex environments is the future research direction. It will be of
great significance to achieve high-quality imaging in an ultra-harsh
environment by combining the optimization of front-end schemes,
such as speckle pattern designs, and image reconstruction techniques,
such as fast transformation [5, 16], compressed sensing [13, 28], and
neural network [30, 34].
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